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A campus bench daimed by Rho Psi is now repainted gray and under TSUFD surveillance.

Ques defy order, repaint bench
"The Omegas just keep violating the rules"
- TSUPD Chief Arthur Lawson
As

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
A small bench in the old

PHOTO BY DERICK KMBROUGH

Every yearfor Homecoming, Deborah Mayfield coordi
nates her hair, makeup, dothes and accessories in TSU

blue to support the Tigers. She has worked for three

years as an ID tech at Tennessee State University in the
CIT department

courtyard behind McCord Hall,
unofficially claimed by the Rho
Psi chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fratemity, Inc., was repainted in
late September for what the
administration hoped would be
the final time.
It wasn't.

the Homecoming
2000 festivities

on Pages 11-14 I

to

kick

off

Homecoming week, the "Que
bench" was a deep, vibrant hue

of purple and decorated with
Greek symbols in shiny gold
when students showed up for
class Monday morning, but it
didn't last for long.
Hours later, a memorandum

be repainted gray.
In contrast to the past sever
al times the bench has been

repainted by Tennessee State
University, this time the entire
area was closed off and a nearby
tree, which has home an Omega

symbol in it for years, also was
painted overin a bold TSU blue.

was sent from Dean of Students

Another notable difference

and Assistant Vice President for

this time is 24-hour surveillance

Student
Affairs
Dorothy
Lockridge that the bench was to

by the TSU Police Department.
See ''Molations" on Page 6

Community gets cleanup and outreach
By Sara M. Caldwell
Community View Writer

Check out all of

if

The community around TSU
got a four-hour street cleaning
Oct. 7, courtesy of student volun
teers and just in time for
Homecoming 2000. The cleanup
was the first of two community

projects that day and was fol
lowed by a voter registration
rally at nearby Hadley Park.
The community outreach

represents a new priority by TSU

around 8 a.m.

students, according to Student

"We wanted to clean up a lit
tle before eve^one comes ^ k
to campus for homecoming,"
Berry said. He also said that

Government

Association

PresidentChristopher Berry, who
said the day was "just a start;
we're planting seeds in the com

between 40 and 50 students came

munity."
The SGA, including mem
bers of the Freshman Delegation;
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.;

out to help with the cleanup.
The areas that were targeted
by the students .were Albion

Brothers for Love, Achievement,

Hadley Park and other streets
campus.
TSU
surrounding

Culture and Knowledge; the

Street from

33rd Avenue

Aristocrat of Bands and many

others began cleaning the streets

See "Cleanup" on Page 7

to

News

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity adopts Eppse Residence Hall
Last unsponsored dorm adopted by most recent
addition to TSU yard, Pan-Hellenic Council
"It is an honor for the frat to finally
be able to adopt Eppse," Turner said.
"We hope to make .sure the dorm stays
relatively neat and to make sure that the
students in the dormitory are involved on
campus."
Eppse Hall Director Shenlitha
Hampton says she looks forward to a
long, productive relationship with Iota

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc., the
newest addition to the National and the

Tennessee State University Pan-Hellenic
Council, adopted the women's Merl R.
Eppse Residence Hall October 13th.
Eppse was the only unsponsored uni
versity housing complex before the adop
tion ceremony and TSU's chapter of Iota
Phi Theta, the Delta Beta chapter, says
that was the major reason behind its deci
sion to adopt Eppse.
While Eppse Hall has been a part of
TSU since 1968, the Delta Beta chapter
began with its first line on Feb. 13, 1999.
At the official ceremony, the Iotas
presented awards of recognition to their
chapter advisers and a plaque to the direc

Phi Theta in the future.

"I can't speak for the whole resi
dence hall, but I certainly feel privileged
and honored they are considering taking
us up," Hampton said. "We certainly
look forward to a long and lasting rela
tionship with the men."
Reginald Shareef, a founding mem
ber of Delta Beta chapter and now an
alumnus, was also present at the ceremo
ny. He said that after the fraternity assists
Hampton and the residents of the hall
with their "wish list," chapter members
will construct a crest and plaques to dec

tor of the residence hall.

Derrick Turner, the chapter president
for the 2000-01 school year, says the fra
ternity has big plans for working with the
residents of Eppse Hall.

going to be in name only."
While many students question a fra
ternity adopting a women's residence
hall, the history of Eppse Hall may be fit
ting. According to Peggy Earnest, dean

of the department of Residence Life,
Eppse originally was a men's dormitory
and confusion still remains for visitors

and others unfamiliar with Eppse.
The sign in front of the building still
reads "Men's Dormitory," and the
brochures in Residence Life for Eppse
still refer to the dorm as "a co-ed facility
that

accommodates

274

men

and

women."

Earnest says that Watson, Boyd and
Eppse dormitories were called Watson 1,
2 and 3, respectively.
In 1994, the university had a huge
influx of students, primarily women, and
TSU had to quickly arrange for housing

three floors and women on the fourth,

"We want to do a good job, and real
ly he involved," he said. "This isn't just

fifth and sixth floors.

c.
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Despite the success of the 2000
Technical and University Wide Career and
Employment fairs, some students feel that
their majors were underrepre.sented. The

tecluiical fair held on Wednesday. Sept 27,
was geared primarily towards engineering
majors. The purpose of the university wide
career fair is to cater to the diverse needs of

"n ii®
3 o" o 3
H

O Si

^ 3
us.

the rest of the student body.
Jarvis Smith, a graduating senior and
mass communications major from Atlanta,

said he attendedthe career fair last year, but
not this year because"there was nothing for
mass communications majors.
"There were businesses related lo com-

raunications, but nothing ^specifically for
my major, except for public relations. Most
of the companies seemed to be for account
ing, engineering and business majors."
Many of the companies present at the
technical career fair also came to the wider

i-t

c - v . - ^-1, -sjk. £> f- V

Inc.

Other residence halls have long been
sponsored by Greek organizations: Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., is partnered
See "Iota" on Page 3

Students question scope,
purpose of career fairs
By Raynata Y. Reed

I ®

the National Association of Colored

Women's Clubs and Boyd Hall was
adopted by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,

As the number of women students

lU

o

Just in the last three years, Heiman
Street Residence Center was adopted by

for the young women. Eppse was tem
porarily co-ed, housing men on the first

orate the dorm.

»

steadily increased, Eppse was converted
into a dormitory for women only.
According to Earnest, the university has
no plansto changethis status, as plans are
underway for a new apartment complex.

career fair. According to Tonya Fizer of the
Career Center, who helped wganize these

events, "This is only the second year tha
there was actually a separate career fair for
engioeering students. More technical com
panies wanted to come because of TSU's
prestigious engineering school."

Mario Mitchell, a computer engineer
ing major from Memphis, Tenn.. attended
the technical fair last year and believed that
it is necessary to have a separate fair. "It's
good lo have so many companies related to
ray major in one place at the same time.

With the hectic schedule most engineering
majors have, this fair allows us to talk to

companies we might not get a chance to

communicate with. The university wide
fair is more eeneraL"

For diose majors that were not well
represented, smdents can request for com
panies to come that they are interested in,

but they have to provide the companies,
contact infonnation and number to the
career center in advance.

But the purpose of the career fair holds
more benefits than just job placement and
possible intemshi{« fw students. "The
Career Fair." Hzer said, "is to make stu-

See TitipM* OB ^ge 3

News

Purpose of school-sponsored career ffirs called into quesGo
Continued from Page 2
dents more aware of hiring trends and
what companies are looking for. It helps
promote communication skills and stu

compete in the job market you need
experience. Career fairs familiarize stu

dents with the job seeking process, how
they should dress and allow.s them to net
work too."

Few companies were invited for
majors such as mass communications,

nursingor criminaljustice, but Fizer says
these industries usually recruit from
"It's harder to bring in companies
like BET. Normally people intern to

Dreoared. There
prepared.
There were
were

panies that do come are usually selected
from a mailing list of companies who
normally participate."

and everyone seemed

There is another career fair in the

dents start to think about long term goals.
"Students also learn that to really

within.

obtain
jobs within
within these
obtain jobs
these fields.
fields. The
The comcom

spring which is the Nashville Area
College to Career Fair. It will be held at
the 1-24 Expo Center Feb. 27. It is open
to all graduating students seeking
employment and to juniors seeking

more business suits
to

have

resumes

handy.
Although

the

career fair .seems to

benefit juniors and
seniors, it is open to
all students,

1^^

t

it is not

intemships.
Registration was taken on each day
of the career fair and .students were given

ju.st an opportunitv to

an evaluation sheet to document how

are possibilities for
internships and students are exposed to
what companies are looking for in
prospective employees.
For aid in job placement and help in

beneficial the fair was to them. The day
with the greatest turnout has nor been
calculated yet. but Fizer noted that the
students on the technical day were more

^

meet
potential
moro byio^ajha^
employers, but there Students seek opportunities at last year's Career Faiz.
creating a resume, the Career Center is
located in suite 304 of the Floyd-Payne

Campus Center.

A counselor can be

reached at (615) 963-7534. Tonya Fizer
can be contacted at (615) 963-7528.*

Faculty evaluations coming Iota Phi Theta chapter adopts last
class, some teachers do not teach

By Dywuan Brown
News Writer

Teacher evaluations take place at
Tennessee State University at the end
of each semester. The purpose of the
evaluations is to make sure academics

are being taugjit at levels satisfactory
to each student. Teacher evaluations

also give the student a chance to

express their opinions about specific
teachers or an educational department.
Logging on to the TSU home web

page will give everyone an opportuni
ty to complete the form to the best of
his or her knowledge. First, you iden

tify yourself by your social security
number and your six-digit pin number.
Then after you enter to complete the
form, you specify what department or
teacher you are evaluating.
"I feel that it's important because
how else would there be any feedback
on teachers' performance in the class
room," says Vincent Hale, a sopho
more from Atlanta.
At times evaluation forms are

given to the teacher in his or her class.
The teacher is required to not be pre
sent at this time. Responses to the
forms will remain anonyjpous, so you
don't have to worry that your name
will be seen by your instructor.

Because responses are not noted by
your name, it would be a good choice

to always tell the truth to get a point
across.

While most students feel there is a

necessity for teacher evaluations,
some students feel that there is no pur

pose for evaluations at TSU.
*T iPftnk* 'teacher evaluations
should be in more depth because in

clearly, and it is hard to learn anything
in class," said Toya Eskridge, from
Cincinnati. "Evaluations can go both

ways. Either students feel that they
are improving their educational
process, or they feel that it is a waste
of time."

Others say that having teacher
cvaluadoijs have nof led to improve

ments in faculty because, they believe,
there still is a lack of good teachers at
TSU.

"No, I do not feel that teacher
evaluations are effective because there
are still bad teachers here, and what

are they here for?" said Amber
Hamilton, a sophomore from
Cincinnati.

unsponsored women's dormitory
Continued from Page 2
with Harriett H. Hale Hall, Zeta Phi Beta

Sorority, Inc. with Edna Rose Hankal Hall,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. with Mary
L. Wilson HaW, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,

us," she said. "We hope that you adopt us
and embrace us. I hope that this is the first
of many things you do for Eppse Hall.
Other off-campus housing, such as
Thomas

&

Jones

and

Court

Villa

Apartments, cannot be adopted by an orga

Inc. with Lena B. Thomas Watson Hall and

nization because it is leased to the univer

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. with the
Wilma 0. Rudolph Residence Center.
As. she explained the duties and

sity. Earnestalsonotedthat the adoption of
a dormitory is unofficial and does not mean
the organization owns or is a part of the

responsibilites of adopting the residence

dormitory

hall. Earnest spoke of her hope that the ffa
temity would truly be a partner with Bppse,
not just a name oh a community service
project.
"We hope that you don't just adopt

It is in name only," she said. "We
have an official ceremony, and we often
call the organization if we don't have the
money for a project."

The only way to make these eval
uations effective is to have everyone

participate to make a differeilce with
the internal need in teaching depart
ments.

If there is no change throughout
the years, and students feel that noth
ing has been done, when the next time
comes for evaluations, they'll ignore
it. If students want something dftne,
then it is only up to the student body to
cast a vote and make a difference.

TSU wants evaluations to be done

by every student who attends class, but

if no change is occurring with the
quality of the teachers then it only
turns people away. " I don't think they

are as effective a^lHby should-be,"
says Jon Cato, a junior from North
Carolina.

BufCato also feels that a

faculty evaluation is an essential
aspect of your school and the result

reflects how much effort you put into

PHOTOCOURTESY OF TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE UFE DEPARTMENT

Merl R. Eppse Hall, unpartnered since it was erected in 1968,is now officially
adopted by IotaPhiTheta Fraternity, Inc.'s Delta Beta chapter.
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What We Think iFrom where I sit: Breast Cancer Awareness
and one of my mother's closest

Joiui Adanis, a 64- year-old African-American

friends. I knew her best as my god

man from Lebanon, Tenn., was shot and killed at

mother.

Mia D.

about 10 p.m. on Oct. 4 when officers bur.st into
his home. Two Lebanon officers, Kyle Shedran
and Greg Day, were sent on paid administrative
leave along with two additional officers, Lt.
Steven Nokes and Tommy Maggort.
>
The officers had an arrest warrant for a drug
bust, which had tlie right address, but tlie wrong
description of the home. Although the two homes

We met Ms. Coleman when

McNeil

ment of the population, but for this

• are distinctively different at close range, Police
Chief Bill Weeks said indications are that tlie angle
>of surveillance led to the mistake.

year at Antioch Missionary Baptist

casket and admire her stoic, yet soft-

she was so welcoming and so help

looking face, I realized that this was
the fnst person I had ever known to

ful with everything.

die because of breast cancer.

but the highest mortality rate ( 31

well warranted. This editorial is for

always saw something in me and

Black women). As for younger

knew that by the way I spoke and
carried myself, I would go far.

risk for breast cancer are fairaly his

Lebanon police department?
How safe are we as citizens to be protected by

wearing pink ribbons, wearing pink
buttons or passing out pamphlets on
breast cancer. But for me and mil

lions of other people in the world,
this month is to remember the lives

of the people who we lost through
the years because of this terrible dis-

that threaten black people?

On the racial profiling front, there have been

many recent incidents, such as the beating of

The person I remember is
Peggy Coleman. Of course, I called

Amadou Diallo in New York and the stopping of

senior aides to the president of the United States,
Bob Nash and Janis Kearney, for a routine traffic
stop in an attempt to find a carjacker.

her Ms.

Coleman.

She

was

a

divorced mother of two, a Black

woman in a high position in the
General Motors Company in
Pontiac, Mich., an avid church goer

Presidential candidate A1 Gore is in the

process of attempting to work with Congress to
pass a bill on ending racial profiling by having
police academy recruits receive training on how to
understiind and recognize the actions of profiling.

highest incidence of breast cancer,
Black women die per 100,000

October is Breast Cancer Awareness

outright incompetence to the list of policeoffences

Black women have the third

pushed me to speak more in church
and be more involved than anyone

Month. You will see many people

"to deal with in America. Do we now have to add

As a youth director, she

else. She told my mother that she

filing or plain negligence carried out by the
^police officers?
I
Racial profiling is becoming a bigger problem

At her funeral, as I watched

all of the people walk around her

issue I believe that the change is

women, specifically Black women.
As all of you know,

Is this a case of mistaken identity, racial pro

didn't want me to see her.

I was seven. It was ray first year in
Grand Blanc and my family's first
Church. From the time we arrived,

It is rare that I target one seg

looked. Now. almost six years later

after watching my grandmother die
of cancer, I now understand why she

women, factors to consider about the

speaking that she helped cultivate

tory, the use of oral contraceptives
and if your menstrual cycle started

would be used to read condolences

before age 12.

at her funeral. During the whole
time we knew her up until the last

Although in the past
women have been discouraged from

I never knew that the art of

having breast exams before age 40,
it is now suggested that women after
Once she came out of age 20 have a nurse or doctor check
remission, it was odd watching a their breasts every year. For more
once vibrant and active woman just information on breast cancer, check

six months of her life, Ms. Coleman
was in remission from breast cancer.

stop. I remember that my mom and

out the national breast cancer web

some of Ms.

site at www.natlbcc.org.

Coleman's other

friends would rotate sitting by her
bedside at the hospital. There were
times when I wanted to go see her at
the hospital, but ray mom didn't
think that I was ready to see how she

If we can avoid another

death from breast cancer this year by
being informed, Ms. Coleman's
death is not in vain.*

W\)t iiteter is published biweekly and is available free to the Tennessee State
University community. Opinions expressed herein are of the writer, not those of

The record-keeping proposed by the stalled

legislation would force police officials to take a
close look at which motorists cops slop and their

the administration, the Student Government Association or the faculty and staff of
Tennessee State University.

reasons for doing so.
We advocate better police training in reading,
visual surveillance, and general law enforcement
competence. Let's look at the records of not only
which cars are stopped, but also which houses are
invaded and why. Maybe that's how we'll get to

Submission Requirements

jRetcr invites submissions by all members ofthe Tennessee State University com
munity.

Timeliness, clarity of thought, factual accuracy, and interest to the university communi

the bottom of the John Adams case.

Racial profiling uses race and ethnicity, not
behavior, as theprimary basis for treating someone
like a criminal. The infamous case of racial profil
ing is "driving while Black or brown," where

ty wUl be factors in selecting material for publication.

minorities fit a certain profile of a criminal and are
stopped in their cars by police, usually for harass

b) Featured articles should not exceed l.(XX) words. Opinion length should not exceed 500

ment.

c) Sources of factuid material should be included. All claims of fact are subject to verification.
d) Cljf iilcter reserves the right to reject letters, articles or ads without explanation, and to edit

All materials must adhere to the following guidelines:

a) All conUibutions must be typed, double-spaced (submitted on 3.5" disks and hard copy).and
must include the writer^s inuiie. telephone number tmd TSU P.O. Box.
words. Letterlength should not exceed 300 words.

Incompetence uses anything as a basis for
treating someone like a criminal. Is the John
Adams case based on race, negligence, or what?*

those chosen as necessary.

i

I
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What is 'normal/ anyway? - Dating tips for distant lovers
By Christa Jackson

BlackCollege.com

well.

Once in college, it is safe to say

that you will experience things and meet
people you would otherwise never be
exposed to while yoursignificant otheris
still at home. And the typical everyday

demands of college life can cause issues
ina "normal" relationship, but a longdis
tance romance can

each are still a part of things going on in
each other's new life, but continuing to
come into your own as individuals as

add a whole new

dimension to relationshipproblems.

. This being apart can cause a lot of
growing apartbecause as one half of the
relationship is burgeoning, the othermay
not be, which can lead to him or her feel

ing left out. Of course, it may help if
yourpartner alsohas newthings going on
in his or her life too.

The trick is finding ways to share
these new experiences with your signifi
cantotherto helpeachotherfeelas if you

Also, many people make the argu
ment that a long distance relationship is
just an open invitation to infidelity on
both sides. While one person is wonder
ing what's happeningon the college cam
pus, the other might be wondering what's
going on back home.
However, as a self-proclaimed
expert on the subject of long distance
relationships, I have to say that a person
could cheat on you even if he or she is
living only three houses down firom you,
which is also something I'm familiar
with.

Yet, there is also another side to long

Nevertheless, if you are contemplat
ing whether or not to continue your long
distance relationship, you should first a^
day or a bad day.
For me, it only proved to enhance if you're honestly going to be able to
my college life because even though my dedicate the extra time and ^eigy to
boyfriend wasn't with me most of time, your girlfriend/ boyfiiend because of die
we talked a lot on the phone and wrote huge emotional investment, and if not,
many, many letters. Since we had a you might want to handle the situation
mutual trust for one another, I was free to before going off (or back) to college to
concentrate on the things I needed to at save the both of you a lot of time and

your long distance love can sometimes
make all the difference between a good

school.

I didn't feel as if i was missing out

heartache.

It is true that having a long distance

on anything because I wasn't worrying relationship in college can cause a lot of
about things my roommateswere, such as strain, but everything boils down to the
why "he" didn't call when he said he level of commitmenttwo people have for
would, seeing my boyfriend walking each other.
If both people involved are truly
aroundcampus with that girl I didn't like,
devoted
to seeing it through, you will
or any other typical drama that goes
almost
always
come out stronger in the
along with the college datingscene.

What it comes down to is that no one end.
distance relationships. In a sea of new
It takes patience, trust, and loyalty,
faces, it can be quite comfortingto know can really tell you what decisions to
you have someone besides family back maVft regarding your relationship, and which in any case, should be present in
home, andwhen you're feeling unsure in only youknow if you'regoing to be able every relationship, regardless of the dis

your new surroundings, a familiar voice
over the phone or receiving a letter from

to commit to trying preserve your con
nection with this person.

tance.*

Wednesday
fortlDIie iJleter?
Check out up-to-the-minute stories and campus
news and event announcements from

ifttcter

and Black colleges around the nation at
www.blackcollege.com!
You aslo can hear

Mtttv in Your Ear"

every Ihesday and Thursday at 5 p.m. on TSU
Campus Radio (580 AM or www.nibblebox.com)
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Violations on TSU property could lead to prosecution, expulsion
Continued from Page 1
needs two
TSUPD Police Chief Arthur Lawson

would not confirm or deny a rumor that
the area was under a close watch with

electronic surveillance equipment, but he
did say that the area will be monitored
around the clock.

'The Omegas just keep violating the
rules," Lawson said.

'The memo from

Dean Lockridge said that this behavior

clear

setup
a

| A

the area

^

power. This means that fl||[|||||tf|||[^K
a camera

to

a

power

source of
also

have to

extremely

"For

to be that

them."

be

close

be in

TSUPD Investigator James Kizer,

and

who spearheaded investigations against
Rho Psi when members were accused of

nearly impossiMcElroy said.

intimidating non-fratemity members to

"There are cameras that

vacate the bench, also would not confirm

do

or deny the existence of security cameras.

we're

upwards
Lawson

of
not

the tree, or any part of Tennessee State
University's campus, "and anyone caught

comment on the cost of ^

repainting it will be dealtwith... severely.
"...We are fed up with compliaints

the bench from further

she did confirm that members of the fra

painted by any currentchapter member.
'They're doing what they can, but
they're concerned about returning, older
chapter members," she said. "If any cur
rent students are caught, they will be
dealt with according to the student code

the operation to protect

.

......

,

„

ment would "do what it takes" to catch"
the vandals.

"To catch a crook, you'll pay thou
sands of dollars," he said. "But we're not
catching a crook, these are just rascals."
While no member of administration

S o 111 e t i 111 e s y o u
✓

can assassinate

or security would comment on electronic
surveillance for the courtyard and the
bench, there are several areas on campus
where no expense was spared for protec
tion. The campus post office, located on
the first floor of the Floyd^Payne Campus

a

leader

w i t- h o u t f i r i n g

They're doing what they can, but they'reX spends

have to be members. Ifany current students are caught,
dealt with by th^y wi7/ be dealt with according to the stucampus
conduct, but other alumni or
police.

Members returning members will have to be dealt with
of Rho Psi by campus police.
on

,

vandalism, but he did say that the depart

members'^wul concerned about returning, older chapter

comment

,

Center,

I

to

,

bench" isonce again the standard gray, signifying itsuse for all.

of conduct, but

declined

V

a recording

small, it would have to

ternity agree that the bench will not be

B

wired

until we catch them, then we'll prosecute

from other students about that group
claiming the bench."
Lockridge also would not comment
on the existence of security cameras, but

^

under

will not be tolerated... and we'll watch it

He did, however, want to reiterate the
fact that Rho Psi does not own the bench,

'

hun

dreds
of dol-

GARY OLDMAN

1 a r s

JOAN ALLEN

each
month
on

JEFF BRIDGES

CHRISTIAN SLATER

a

large
securi

x-v

t

r

t • i

,

,

the issue, as

" Dorothy Lockndge, dean of students

did President

and assistant vice president of Student

ty sys

ENDER

tem.

"We

Hefner, who is Affairs, Speaking of members of the Rho Psi spent
a member of

theOme^aPsi
the Omega Psi

Phi fraternity.
Many students will probably notice
that there is no camera visible in the area

around the bench, behind McCord Hall

and the Humanities Building. If there is,
indeed, camera surveillance over the
area, it is state-of-the-art and quite expen
sive.

Detective Terry McElroy conducts

technological support for the homicide
squad in the Metropolitan Nashville
Police Department. He says that every

,

„i

Chapter' $4,500
jbout
to start

ours, and we're just leasing it," said

Georgianna Priddy, manager of the post
office. "We spend between $230 and
$235 each month, and we have two monitiors and 10 cameras."

Steve Treece, manager of the TSU
campus bookstore, said that he spent

upwards of $6,700on the security system
in the bookstore, not including theinven
tory protection detectors in the door-
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News

Cleanup and voter registration inspire community. student groups
Continued from Page 1
Building and Grounds supervisor Jay
McGrady lent the school's leaf-blowers,
brooms, trash bags and gloves for the

S,3, S £rhi:c'i5 •
deanllp
cleanup.

we wamed to do something that wouUm
commufiity involved, and since

Not only did the cleanup make the Mis the lost day to register to vote in the^i

Not only did the cleanup make the

campus neighborhood look better, it also

7»7

n

i '

propelled other members of the commu- WSovember elcction, that s wky wc Called

propelled other members of the commu

nity to clean up their own property. Berry

nityto cleanup theirownproperty. Berry
described one resident who, after seeing
seeing H
the TSU cleanup crew beautify the street

in front of his house, came outside to do
some yard work and gardening.
The voter rally at Hadley Park was
sponsored by Generation of Educated

^ntuvrtn^i '

H

y^flLinCe OUlUfClUy.

-Lonnel Matthews, Generation of
Educated Men

Men, the SGA, and the local chapter of

people were registered that day to vote
and that GEM has registered more than
800 new voters this semester during its
registration campaign.
Berry and other organizers of the
event say turnout was low, about 70 peo
ple, partly because rehearsal for the Miss
TSU coronation took place the same day.
But, he said, "Just getting one person to
vote means the day is a success."
The lack of a large audience didn't
keep the Aristocrat of Bands, which has
been involved in the last two presidential
inaugural parades, from playing through
out the rally, delighting students and area
residents. Band director Edward Graves

the NAACP. This event offered food,
entertainment by the Aristocrat of Bands
and a political debate.
Lonnel Matthews, a member of

the day's activities because of the impor
tance of community service.

GEM, said plans for the rally were final
ized the week before, and the group had
been publicizing the event by passing out
flyers and through a public service

the community," he said. "Every mem
ber of the band who is of voting age is
registered to vote."*

announcement on local radio station

said he wanted the band to be involved in

"It's vital for students to be active in

92Q.
"We wanted to do something that
would get the community involved, and
since this is the last day to register to vote

in the November election, that's why we
called it 'Last Chance Saturday,"
Matthews said.
He added that between 60 and 70

ifWeter still is

accepting applications
TOOLKIT:

for staff writers for all

training, publications,

sections.

other leadership tools
for a greener campus
and community.

consultation, and

Come by^lie ifHetcr
office in Kean Hall Suite

304, or call Mia D.
McNeil at
963-7530.

www.nwf.org/campus
campus@nwf.org
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Your Choice 2000:

iHeter examines this year's presidential candidates and
what they will do for you after November
Part 4: The Reform Party
Editor's Note: This is the fourth

installment of a five-part series designed
to show students the positions presiden
tial candidates are taking on the issues
that we feel matter most to voters ages
18-25.

In each segment, the candidates will
be examined for their stances on the
same issues.

This is not a nolitical advertisement

or endorsement of anv kind. This is to
inform the TSU student body and have
informed voters in the November elec

Like all the organized parties, the
Reformists also have a platform. It con

sists of 12 standing issues, adopted in
October 1999. It includes restoring trust
and integrity in the government, elimi
nating federal deficits without using
excess funds federal and state trusts (i.e.

Social Security and highway improve
ment funds), establishing a "firm" cap of
200,000 immigrants per year, and estab

lishing a universal single-payer health
program.

Though the reform party is similar to

other parties in having a platform, like in

tion.

In the next issue of

jHeter;

a math equation, an unexpected twist can
always occur.

November 1, 2000: A Voter's Guide.

At its national convention held in

By Cristalynne V.W. Dupree
Community View Writer

In the last issue of

Bhter, we

began to balance the equation of presi
dential candidates by spotlighting the
GreenParty. Thefourth part of this polit
ical theorem is the Reform Party.
Established in 1996, the Reform

Party has endorsed candidates such as
Texas business tycoon Ross Perot. The

inception of the party occured when
Perot decided that the American people
were dissatisfied with the two major par
ties - the Democratic and Republican par
ties.

Organized as a loose confederation
of state organizations, Perot's supporters
rallied in each state to get Perot or the

Long Beach, Calif., both Buchanan and
Iowa physicist John Hagelin, Ph.D., vied
for the presidential nomination of the
party. Againas in the caseof Ventura, the gave Hagelin its support last Sunday,
party experienced internal difficulties, when it chose to put his name on the bal
this time splitting into two camps, both lot over Patrick Buchanan. It also decid
still rcmaining Reform candidates.

Still, the plot thickens.
Interestingly enough, Hagelin was
already the presidential nominee for the
Natural Law Party. In an unusual move,
in October 1999, he planned to addition

ally seek the Reformparty nomination.
He announced he would also seek

the Green Party nomination; the fusion

by his standards would be the "largest,
most powerful coalition of third party

The party's most recent electoral
success took place in 1998 when Jesse
"the Body" Ventura, a former wrestler,
became the governor of Minnesota.
He won the gubematorial position
by more than half the votes, beating
opponent Norm Coleman.
However, earlier this year Ventura

left the partyafter internal conflicts with
supporters of Perot and Reform Party

presidential

nominee

Patrick

J.

Buchanan.

As stated in the Reform Party's mis
sion statement, the activists are commit
ted to the "reformation of the [American]

political system."

ed to end its relationship with the

He is adamant about abolishing the.

National Reform Party. Most of the
Reform Party members who endorse

Department of Education and replacing it

Hagelin have said thatthe party has shift

with states and parents.
As for the voucher debate, Buchanan

ed too far to the right with its nomination is a supporter of vouchers and would
allow the use of them in the public and
of Patrick Buchanan.
Buchanan's name still will appear on private sector of education; he avidly
the ballot in New York State, but it will promotes the rights of home schooling
not be affiliated with a party. This is a with out intrusion of the government. He
small victory for Hagelin; Buchanan's would also promote the organization of
name still appears on the majority of the charter and magnet schools.
He has said that prayer should be
brought back to schools, but he is against

forces in U.S. history."
The Natural Law Party is a political

state ballots.

party founded upon the teachings of cult

ognizes the otheras a valid candidate, as

multiculturalism.

leader Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. It advo
cates holistic and. Transcendental

The projected budget surplus has
been a major topic of this year's presi
dential campaign. At the beginning of
this month, Buchanan stated during the

name appeared on the presidential ballot

both Buchanan and Hagelin claim to be
the party's nominee. Each state is using
its own procedures in deciding whether
to list Buchanan or Hagelin as the
Reform Party candidate.
Political pundit Pat Buchanan is the
product of both the Nixon and Reagan

in 48 states and received 114,000 votes.

administrations, where he served as

of tax cuts.

So, it seemed that maybe getting
Hagelin's name on the Reform Party bal
lot was more of an attempt to receive the
Reform Party's $12.6 million in federalmatching funds.
Both Buchanan and Hagelin claimed
they should receive the campaign funds

senior political adviser to the presidents.
He is 61 yearsold and is making his third

party's name on the ballot by Super
Meditation approaches for national and
Tuesday in 1996. The Reformparty, and
its candidate's name, was on the ballot by
Election Day in all 50 states.

to anystate with federal education fimds.
Federal funds would only be used for sci
ence and college scholarships.

international problems. It had already

proven that it could obtain and secure a
national ballot status. In 1996 Hagelin's

from the Federal Election Commission.

However, the commission voted to give
the money to Buchanan. Each state is
using its own procedures in deciding
whether to list Buchanan or Hagelin as
the Reform Party candidate.
The New York State Reform Party

Neither side of the Reform Party rec

bid for the White House. Buchanan is a

former Republican who left the political
party in order to seek the Reform Party
presidential nomination in 1999.
He was bom in Washington D.C. and
received his master's degree in journal
ism fi"om Columbia University in 1966.
Buchanan believes that the responsi
bility of educating children in primary
and secondary schools should be left to
parents. He favors very little federal con
trol in education and would deny grants

"Meet the Press" Nader - Buchanan

debate that the surplus should be given
back to the American people in the form
He would tax all incomes over

$35,000 and heavily tax import tariffs by
16 percent. A tax on imports' could
impact our wallets, as well as the econo
my, in the long run.
He would only go along with a min
imum wage increase if there were at least
a 200,000-immigrant cap in the United
States. He believes this will benefit the
Black middle class, but he would like to

see the market and not the government
set the minimum wage.

See "Yotir Choice" on Page 15
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World View
According to Reuters News Service, Yemen said
last Monday that the explosion that crippled a U.S. Navy
warship and killed 17 American sailors was a "planned
criminal act."

The president expressed ""his regret and strong
condemnation for this shameful act which aimed at

harming the relations of friendship and cooperation
between Yemen and the United States."

Health

New studies show that a particular gene may help
reduce the rate of heart disease in people who have a
moderate intake of alcohol. Studies in the past have
found that a moderate intake of beer, wine or other spir
its may reduce the risk, but scientists have now dis
cerned that the particular gene, known as alcohol dehy-

W

drogenase 3 (or ADH3), regulates the breakdown of
ethanol, a major ingredient in most alcoholic beverages.
Scientists say that the changes of a heart attack for

persons who have ADH3, combined with a high metab
olism and consuming one drink a day is reduced by 30
percent.
ASSOCIATED PRESS FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

World

President Bill Clinton spoke to Israeli Prime

It is important to remember that the findings, exe
cuted by the Physician's Heath Study and the American
Society of Human Genetics, refer to the effects of mod
erate social drinking. Antioxidants, like those found in
red wine, are also credited with heart-healthy effects.

Minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian President Yasser

Arafat last week to discuss the best way to end the vio
lence in the region. Clinton traveled to the Middle East
to.meet with the leaders to help quench the conflict.
He said several times to the media in the past weeks

Military
The U.S. House of Representatives approved a mas

sive defense budget, totaling about $310 billion in

AP PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

al of U.S. and NATO forces fiom Kosovo.

Science

The space shuttle Discovery, shown above sitting
idle atop pad 39A at the Kennedy Space Center, finally
took ofi, carrying a crew of seven international astro
nauts and components for an International Space Station
into the outer limits.

spending over the next fiscal year. The measure offers a
For weeks, weather and stray hardware had kept it
3.7 percent pay raise for defense personnel and gives idle. Gusty wind, mechamcal problems and a stray,
Camp David. His proposal was not high on the list of lifelong healthcare to military retirees.
four-inch metal pin led to the embarrassing launch
priorities for Egypt, though, and Egyptian President
The bill waseasily passed 382-31 after negotiations delays for NASA.
Hosni Mubarak quickly rejected the idea.
dropped several controversial provisions, including a
The first permanent crew for the International
Clinton returned to theUnited States in time to Senate amendment expanding federal hate crimes laws

that he wants to help solve the problems in the Middle
East through anothersummit like he held this summer at

to cover homosexuals and themilitary health care provi
nel killed aboard an American vessel near Aden, off the sions to same-sex couples. They also rejected contro
attend a memorial service for the 17 U.S. Navy person

coast of Yemen.

Space Station is scheduled tolaunch from Kazakstan on

Oct. 30.*

versial language that would have required thewithdraw-

Can't wait until next Wednesday for
iHeter?
Check out up-to-the-minute stories and campus news and event announce
ments from
iEetrr and Black colleges around the nation at www.blackcollege.com!

:Yon also can hear
IHeter in Your Ear" every Thesday and Thursday at
5 p.m. on TSU Campus Radio (580 AM or www.nibblebox.com)

Page 10
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Campus Calendar
October 24 - International Coffee Hour, FPCC
Room 319, 11 a.m.

October 25 - "Faith vs. Fraternity," Humanities
Bldg. T.E. Poag Auditorium, 8 p.m.
October 26 - Football game vs. Eastern Kentucky, in

7
The renowned talk show host Tavis

Richmond. Ky., 6:30 p.m.
October 27 - Women's Volleyball vs. Eastern
Kentucky, Kean Hall Gym, 7 p.m.
October 28 - Women's Volleyball vs. Morehead
State, Kean Hall Gym, 1 p.m.
October 31 - Edward Temple seminar, FPCC Forum

Smiley of Black Entertainment
Television's "An Evening With Tavis
Smiley" spoke at Vanderbilt University
Oct. 19 at 7 p.m. in
Langford
Auditorium. Srailey's topic for the
evening was "Leadership and the Black
Agenda for the 21st Century."
He will also appear at Tennessee
State University Nov. 9 at 1:30 p.m. in
the Humanities Building Auditorium as
part of the university's fall Student

Room 210, 10 a.m.

Development Lecture Series.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BET.COM

Tavis Smiley

jj^"

Smiley is one of today's lead
ing Black journalists and has many
times been called the Black, hard

hitting version of interview veteran
Larry King of CNN's "Larry King
Live." Smiley has gained recogni
tion for his tough interviewing tac-

Smiley will
speak at
Tennessee State
ooi'^G wwtrs

RIGHT

Community Calendar
Every Friday night - Kijiji Coffee House presents
"Poetry of the New Millennium" open-mic poetry

t: TAyis

PHOTO COURTESY OF

night at 8 p.m. Kijiji is located at 1413 Jefferson St.;
call 321-0403 for more information.

University in the
Humanities

Building (T.E.
Poag)
Auditorium

BLACKVOICES.COM

tics concerning issues of impor
tance to

Nov. 9 at 1:30

the African-American

p.m.

community. In addition to his tele
vision show. Smiley also con
tributeshis politicalcommentary to
the 'Tom Joyner Morning Show"
on the ABC Radio Network, as

well as the "Smiley Report."
Smiley also is a noted author of the
critically acclaimed book Hard
Left: Straight Talk About The
Wrongs of the Right.

Other Announcements

Smiley has been deemed the Li
voice of the African-American

Early registration is available (for enrolled students
only) through Nov. 17 via "Tigers" and the web,
seven days a week from 6 a.m.- 9 p.m. Course
schedules are available on the web only.*

community. He has been selected by
Time Magazine as one of America's 50
most promising young leaders under 40.
Ebony has profiled him as one of Black
America's future leaders. And Los

Angeles-based entertainment newspa
per The Bun rates him as one of the

"1(X) Coolest People in LosAngeles."
Smiley's TSU appearance is free of
charge.*
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Homecoming 2000

Iii¥estmg in onr future for a new millennium
Annual Oratorical Contest

kicks off Homecoming Week
sake and retired assistant professor of
psychology at TSU, and President James

By Anika Jackson

A. Hefner.

News Writer

The announcements of winners and

The 13lh annual Robert N. Murrell

m

oratorical contest was held on Sunday,

Oct. 8, at 3 p.m. in the forum at the
Floyd-Payne Campus Center. The theme
for this year's oratorical contest was
•TSU: Investing in Our Future for the

m

. New Millennium."
There were 25 orators divided into

lai

two categories, which were the freshmen
and the upperclassmen.
In the

freshmen

category

were

Candace Benbow, Tiffany Davis,
Michael Fite, Frederick Harris, Candace

r

James, Antwan Horton, Kerry Mackey
Jr., Jamarran Moss, Charles Turner, and
Kara Turrentine. In the upperclassmen

category were Christopher Berry, Cedric
Bums, Klisiian CaiupbcU, Kcri Day, Joni

Franklin, Lakeisha Hamilton, Deidre

Hayes, Chmedu Imediegvra, Marquette
Patterson,

Jonathan

Pride,

Erica

Seymour, Jason Taylor, Randall Tucker,

Homecoming Week ignites
with Gospel Explosion
By Raynata Reed
News Writer

It was an anointed affair on Sunday,

Oct. 8, at the annual Gospel Explosion
concert, which helped kick off TSU's

Homecoming Week. Starting at 6:00

p.m. in the Humanities Building, the tal
ented voices lifted in praise included the
Wesley Foundation Choir, the Glory
Choir and Tennessee State's own New

Direction Gospel Choir. The evening
was hosted by Mistress of Ceremonies
Jacinta Tibbs and Master of Ceremonies
Jamie Riley.
The first selection of the evening

was by Sabrina Sullivan, singing a.cappella a passionate rendition of "His Eye
is on the Sparrow." Her throaty vocals
were just the beginning of a truly extra
ordinary evening.
The Wesley Foundation Choir was

the first of the three present to perform.
The Wesley Foundation at TSU is a

United Methodist-sponsored campus
ministry that welcomes and supports stu
dents in their walk with Jesus Christ
while here at TSU. They were ten strong

singing

two

selections,

Caleb Valentine, and Larrell VTilkinson.

Dr. Jacqueline Mitchell was presid
ing chair of the event. David Mills intro
duced the occasion. He is a board mem

ber of the Robert N. Murrell Scholarship
Fund and a TSU alumnus, class of 1985.

Remarks were made by Mrs. Robert N.
Murrell, widow of the contest's name-

awards were made by Dr. William D.
Lawson, dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

The scholarship fund provided cash

prizes of $500, $300 and $200 i..r the
first, second and third place winners in
each classification category. In the fresh

men category Kerry Mackey, Jr. won first
place, Kara Turrentine won secondplace,
Frederick Harris won third place and
Candace James won fourth place. In the

upperclassmen
category. Kristian
Campbell won first place, Larrell
Wilkinson won second place, Randall

Tucker won third place and Keri Day
won fourth place.

The SGA president and a first-time

participant in the contest, Chris Berry,
smd the oratorical contest benefits the

participants and the student body as a
whole.

"I thinkit's great to share a message

that's in your heart with others. I learned
a lot from the contest. I enjoyed every

one's viewpoint and the positive atmos

phere. It's beneficial to hear TSU stu
dents uplifting our school and each other.
You should notjust participate in the ora
torical contest to give information, but be
a recipient as well. You should leave the
contest with a broader perspective."*

"Blessed

Assurance" and. "Holy is Thy Name."
Rodney Blam, a Wesley Choir

singer from Dayton, Ohio, majoring in
computer science, said the Gospel
Explosion was "an excellent event. It
brought all the saints together." Though
small in number, the Wesley singers

showed great talent and they displayed
excellent vocal skills.

%

The Glory Choir, a group of singers
not native to TSU, was next to take the

V

stage. Organized inJanuary of2000, the
group's purpose is to "minister God's
Word through

music and song."

Looking sharp in powder blue choir
robes and ready to praise the Lord, they

provided only one selection for the
evening, but it was impressive nonetheSee "Gospel" on Page 17

PHOTO BY DERICK KIMBROUGH

The Tennessee Tigerwelcomes a new generation of TSU students.
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Homecoming 2000:
Investing in our future for a new millennium
Miss Tennessee State University 2000-01 coronation a success
Tennesse State University Michelle

By Crystal McMoore
News Writer
Coronation, a tradition in its 58th

year, was a success this year, as it cele
brated and honored the newest Miss TSU,
Tamara Shanae Moore.

Moore was surrounded by a royal

"It's

a

Robinson.

great experi

Tamara's royal court included Miss
Senior, Candice Boatwright; Miss Junior,
Adrienne Scruggs; Miss Sophomore,
Brandee Watford; and Miss Freshman,

ence that not

Jessica Bell.

college

The ceremony was hosted by
Tamara's sorority sisters of Delta Sigma
Theta
Sorority
Inc., and by the
university's Air

dents, but it's

a

fc-.

only encour
ages involve
ment

from

an expression
that

also

unites the uni

versity as a

Force ROTC.

whole,"

During the cere
mony
the
University Queen
was
presented
with gifts from all
other organiza
tional kings and

said.

queens. She was
presented
with
special gifts
by representa

stu

But

she
for

T a m e k a

Franklin,

a

freshman and

Miss Society
of

Women

Engineers,
the event was

tives of state
Sen.

Thelraa

Harper, and by
Miss

Fisk

University,
Caame Elliot.
Entertainment

for the queen

iiBmmfmiiBirw
court dressed in authentic oriental robes

and

accompanied

by

the

theme

"Whispers of the Orient," as the crown
was relinquished by former Miss

consisted

of

dance presen
tations by two original Japanese clas
sical dance groups, a song performed
by members of the Deltas, and an
emotional song performed
by Casrae' and Randall
Tucker.

The tumout, while small

at fu:st, grew as supporters
of the royal court trickled
in. But none were more

supportive or excited than

those who participated in
the festivities.

Shimere Williams, a
junior and Miss Hale Hall,
said, "Coronation is ele

gant. It's the official pre

PHOTO BY JOHN J.'

(Top) TSU President James A. Heftier escorts Miss Tennessee State University
2000-01, Tamara Moore. (Above) Michelle Robinson, Miss TSU 1999-2000,

kneels before Moore at the coronation. (Left) Robinson places the crown on
Moore's head. (Top left) Dancers bring "Whispers of the Orient" to the Kean
Hall gymnasium.

sentation of the new Miss
TSU to the students and facul

ty-"
Lashun King, a freshman and
Miss American Society of
Civil Engineers, also enjoyed
coronation.

more about being a part of history.
"I believe this to be one of the finest

traditions that this university holds," she

siad. "I'm proud that I have been given
the oppurtunity to participate in what 1
feel is a learning experience."

The coronation was both tasteful

and cultivated. It left a lasting impression
on the members of the Tennessee State

family, manyn of whom hope this matri
arch tradition continues to reign on cam
pus for many years to come.*
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Homecoming 2000:
Investing in our future for a new millennium
Mr. Esquire Pageant proves to be a feast for the eyes

Tony Forte (above and center) v^ras
crowned Mr. Esquire during
Homecoming Week 2000. At far right
is his competitor, Tony Franklin.
Forte and Franklin were the only

competitors in the year 2000 pageant^

(Left) Tony Franklin shows off his karate skffls as he battles die •
; TSU Tiger at the Mr. Esquire pageant (Above) Tony Forte and one
f of the members of his Hawaiian scene, (right) Jeremiah Colbert

3

i)e illEter congratulates Miss TSU Tamara Moore and Mr. Esquire Tony Forte!

October 25, 2000
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Homecoming 2000

Tigers victorious in UT-Martin Homecoming game
TSU undefeated at home, ends homecoming weekend with a bang
Cheerleaders, Tiger Gems, Pep Club and
hundreds of members of the TSU family turn
out for Homecoming Pep Rally in "the Hole"
CW2V

•

23

PHOTOS BY DERICK KIMBROUGH

(Left) The Tennessee Tiger motivates the crowd atthe season's only pep rally athome, joined
by the Tiger Gems (above).

r

Homecoming 2000 brings out the best in the Tigers
By Alan C. Beard
>:§ports Writer
Is it just me or has this school year
" been a little dry on excitement?
No pep rallies in tlie amphitheater
until last Friday, no hyped parties, and no
football vvins.

Fast forward to Hojnecoming 2000,
which seems to bring out iJie best in

everyone here at Tennessee State

the Tigers lose Homecoming too ?
Well for all you fair-weather fans,
like the guy in the film ""Major League,"
who forgot about your team, a Tiger is
not that easy to defeat and a TSU Tiger
will never quit. (Don't prove me wrong.)
They managed not to prove me
wrongagainst UT-Martin with an impres
sive 33-6 victory, in the first homecom
ing of the new millennium. It was,
indeed, a new day and apparently a new
team, from the one we've watched in the

previous weeks.

and you could hear a gasp of relief when
they scored so early in the game.
You can thank free safety Chane

with a 26-0 advantage.
Defensively the Tigers were sound
but it was the play of Price, who record

Price for that, as he recovered a fumble

ed his second touchdown of the game on

and returned it 8 yards to put the Tigers
up 7-0 in the first quarter. Tliey were not

quarter, that made the difference.

done yei, as QB Shannon Harris found

UT-Martin managed to get on the

Kevin Jackson in the end zone for a 14-

board when it didn't matter on an 18-yard
run by Hampton to finish off the scoring.
Tlie Tigers dominated every possible

yard touchdown pa.ss, to put TSU up even
further to 14-0.

Note: The Tigers were able to con
nect on all of their extra points except one
in the first quarter. They were also able to
score on a 49-yard field goal. (That is not

University. No matter how low or liigh
The Tigers canic In poised (o make a
you're feeling, this weekend seems to do
statement and treated fans to what they a typo.)
it for you. The TSU football team seemed
to ride the homecoming tide onto tlte

field this past weekend. After a dismal 14 start following an 11-0 regular season

last year many were left to wonder: Will

were accustomedto - a decisive victory!
From the very beginning of the game,
there was no doubt that the Tigers had
this game under their claws.
They were hitting on every cylinder

a 31-yard interception return in the fourth

The scoring dwindled a bit in the
second quarter. But the Tigers gave the
fans something to cheer about as Seth
Goodwens connected on a 36-yard field
goal to send TSU into the locker room

category, recording 255 rushing yards on
49 carries to UT-Martin's 80 yards on 46
carries. They equally controlled the air
ways as QB Shannon Harris went 16-33,
threw for two touchdowns and had 159
total yards.

UT-Martin only managed 76 total
pa.ssing yards and they used two quarter
backs. (Pitiful.)
See "Tieers" on Paee 22
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Community View

Your Choice 2000: Two strikingly different tickets for the Reform Party
Continued from Page 8
Buchanan

has

attacked

OPEC

because of the rising price of crude oil,
which has led to the rise in the price of
gasoline.

He argues that "Clinton and

Gore have failed America and their fail

ure is responsible for this energy crisis.
Instead of breaking up Microsoft, let's
break up OPEC."

Others think he's a dreadful person," he
said. "He also said that he knew King and
participated in the March on Washington.
He also said that he admired some

aspects of the civil rights movement
while there were other parts that he found
appalling.
Buchanan is a

non-multiculturalist

and hopes to one day see no "hyphenat
ed-Americans (i.e. African-American or

When interviewed on MSNBC's

"Equal Time," Buchanan stated that

before adding to or mending Social
Security he would make it "solvent" 50
years into the future. He believes that

Latino-American). He believes that peo
ple should be proud to be called

Presidential nominee John Hagelin is
a Harvard-educated quantum physicist
and department head at Maharishi
University. He says that he can offer a
fresh and new foundation for governmen
tal administration. He would use his 25

years of research into the "nature and ori

gin of human consciousness" to help
America overcome the humanistic prob
lems of crime, drug dependency, domes
tic violence, and pollution. His theory is
that these problems occur because the

invest a portion of social Security in

depicts a man choking

for education.

to death after calling

In his 20-Point Plan to Revitalize

911. He cannot explain
his emergency due the
long list of language

America, education is listed as number

ownership

have

three.

He believes Americans rate

the federal income

you
ever
English?"

tax on the income

Buchanan has yet to

extremely low in education compared
with other nations. Hagelin would raise
teacher salaries by $10,000 per year,
through a program of block grants to the
states. His goal is to increase competition
for teaching positions, in the process rais
ing teaching standards.
He is in support of vouchers, which

of small business

comment

allow parents a choice in schooling for

es, replace it with a

tions

flat 4-percent "rev
enue tax" and put a
flat tax on all large
corporations. He

slavery or on the issue
of the confederate flag.

been

issues

on

choices

Buchanan's presi
dential platform. If
elected president,

on

the

tele

phone system's menu.
The

commercial

voiceover

he would eliminate

for

asks,

on

"Do

miss

repara

Business Bill of Rights." He vows to get

rently exempt.

Hagelin would like to see the revitalization of the country's inner cities.
Under his leadership he would grant the
use of federal loans to "stimulate capital
investment for start-up industries in
urban enterprise zones."
This plan

would target specific areas and include

ber of abortions that occur each year

iconvention and John Hagelin

through "effective education, not legisla
tion." He would privatize abortion fund

•

ing-

Hagelin saysthat"hiringquotas, fos

ticket as well as the Natural Law

ter resentment" and he supports using

only qualifications in making hiring deci

Buchanan is against abortion, hands

sions. He believes that affirmative action

running mate, making her the fust Black

should be continued temporarily until the
"country moves beyond bigotry and

since slavery." He argues that life begins

woman to be nominatedby a majorpolit
at the moment of conception. He will ical party for national office. Foster
fight to reverse the Roe v. Wade decision served as a public school teacher and
in order to"persevere inthe fight for life, administrator for 33 years. She is a grad
and restore to citizens the freedom to uate Texas Southern University and
clean up the cultural pollution poisoning received her masters from Pepperdine
University. She has lived and worked in
the hearts and minds of ourchildren."
Buchanan opposes the RU-486 drug, the Watts and South Central Los Angeles
which aborts the fetus through the con school ditricts for 29 years.
sumption of a pill.
Foster was a registered member of
"I am against Affmnative Action," the Democratic Party for 17 years before
Buchanan told Essence Magazine. "I deciding that the party was not aligned
think the whole idea of no discrimination with her views. She then became a regis
meant no discrimination." Buchanan has tered Republican, believing that it "better
worked for the Nixon andReagan admin supported her principles," and she
istrations, which have also been anti - remained there for 19 years.
affirmative action.
She is now proud to be a member of
In an interview on public radio show the Refomi Party. She said, "I have never

people saw him as messiah ofthe nation.

than

promoting community planning.

nity."

"Some

more

choose. But he wants to reduce the num

(above) and Nat Goldhaber (right) i

sive man in American history.

make

Buchanan chose Ezola

aie running on the Reform Party

'Talk to the Nation" Buchanan said that

who

Foster as his campaign

enterprise and [unleash] theentrepreneur
ial genius of our small business commu

Martin Luther King Jr. was the most divi

Citizens

$68,4(K) would be required to pay the
Social Security tax. This group is cur

On the hot topic of abortion, Hagelin
advocates protecting a woman's right to

big government out of the way of free

down. He has called it the "greatest evil

stocks and bonds.

the rebuilding of urban communities and

American

split loyaUies at the 2000 :

calls it the "Small

He would continue to let the welfare

human conscious has not reached full

Entrepreneurs
and the growth of
business

ing programs.
Regarding welfare, Hagelin would
provide homeless families with vouchers
to supplement the cost of an apartment.

He contends that no federal

American.

aired. The commercial

small

This would be done through
increased funding for national job-train

money should go to perpetuate bilingual
education; all people living in America
should learn the king's English.
Buchanan's first advertisement sup
porting his anti-nonEnglish belief has

to take the risk."

as long as an indi
vidual is "willing

of our 270 million citizens."

responsibility lie within the states and
local governments, while maintaining the
current welfare-to-work plan in order for
states to qualify for grants.
Hagelin's Social Security plan is a
combination of Gore and Bush's plans.
Like Gore, he supports a "lock box" mea
sure until the long-term solvency is guar
anteed. He is in support of Bush's plan to

expansion.
Hagelin believes that education is the
key to solving America's problems.
Oddly enough, on his web site he outlines
his spending priorities and he rates edu
cation as receiving "medium" priority
and would only slightly increase funding

Social Security should be privatized, that
means that citizens could privately invest
their Social Security. He says this is good

panies that create jobs in areas that have
low employment. Hagelin says he would
"harness the unlimited creative potential

racial biases."

When it comes to the issue of

American slavery reparations and the
Confederate flag, Hagelin has yet to com
their children.

Nat Goldhaber is Hagelin's running
Hagelin would "responsibly cut
mate;he
is an entrepreneur with 20 years
taxes" while protecting Social Security
and Medicare and paying down the of experience in Silicon Valley. He
national debt. But, he would only cut recently retired as president and CEO of
taxes if there were an operating surplus. Cybergold, Inc., anInternet company that
This would be done through reduction of he soldin order to join the Hagelin ticket.

government waste and fraud and through
cost effective solutions to crime and
health costs.

Goldhaber believes that "entrepreneurism should not be limited to busi
ness-it is also necessaiy in politics. Ross

He supports a national sales tax or a Perot taught us that." Goldhaber intends
low flat tax beginning in 2001 at 18 per "to pick up the mantel of reform and
cent and falling to 10 percent by 2006, carry it straight to theWhite House."

been so proud...to be working with the
finest group of people...we are going to exempting America's poor and lowmake such a difference in the direction in
which this nation is going."

ment.

income families.

He would offer tax credits for com

Find out more about Pat Buchanan at

www.gopatgo.org and about John
Hagelin at www.hageUn.org*
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Last Laugh Comedy shows potential for future
Early homecoming event showcases next Kings of Comedy
By Jamarran E'mil Moss
Arts and Entertainment Writer

If Spike Lee were asked to do a
sequel to Kings of Comedy he would
have to recast with DeRay, Leon
Rodgers, Michael Blackson, Honest
John, B-Cole, Damon Williams and Jay
Lamont and change the title to The Last

Laugh Comedy Tour.
Though these comedians haven't
reached the star status of the original
Kings of Comedy, they showed their
potential at an Oct. 8 comedy show on
campus at the Gentry Center, i

and Sisqo on the grill performing "What
you really want on your burger?" the
yo
audience exploded with laughter. DeRay
mi
mimicked
DMX by saying, "Mayo!" and
jeered Sisqo by saying, "Ask them if they
want some cheese!"

Upcoming comic Leon Rodgers,
who specializes in imitations of multiple
entertainment personalities from Michael
Jordan to Tupac Shakur, followed DeRay.
Though
Rodger's performance went a
^
few minutes over the designated perform
ing time, the crowd was not disappointed.
Following Rodger's act was Michael
Blackson (Next Friday) and Honest John.

"That is one of the few

comedy shows in which every
comic was funny," said TSU
these

was B-Cole, a comedian bom

on the South Side of Chicago
and inspired by Eddie Murphy
and Richard Pryor. Though BCole's influences came from
Murphy and Pryor, the driving
force for his decision to pursue
a career in comedy was Damon
Wayans. In B-Cole's performance, the audience anticipated his famous poem "I'm in

J

is due out in movie version in
summer 2001.

magnificent

But instead of reciting

seven comedians there was no

B-Cole performed a new poem Micheal Blackson

show. If the show were stolen,

then it was a chain theft that

titled, "I'm in Love with an
Alcoholic," which was more innovative

IBM

left the audience bursting with

and clever than amusing.
B-CoIe is a former open-mic poetry
host. While hosting open-raic nights, poet
Mylik Yusef, who has appearances on

whimsical excitement.

DeRay, who is the owner
of the DeRay2K Production
Co., leads the comedic magnificent seven and the TSU stop
was part of a national tour.
DeRay delivered comical
impressions from the likes of
DMX and Sisqo among others.
When a scenario was brought

Common's One Day It'll All Make Sense
and Carl Thomas' Emotional albums,

performed a poem called "I'm in Love
with a Dancer," which B-Cole satirized.

"It went from the lounge to the world,"
B-Cole said.

forth of a McDonald's fast
restaurant with DMX

working at the cash register

PHOTO COURTESY OF BET.COM

"I'm in Luv with a Crackhead,"

lone comedian who stole the

food

and Honest John forced the

audience to laugh hysterically
in response to his "Old man on
viagra" impression.
Following Honest John

Luv with a Crackhead," which EfflHH

freshman Tamara Ross.

Of

Blackson maintained the cheer- 1

ful atmosphere with his antics

PHOTO COURTESY OF BET.COM

Honest John

B-Cole gave encouraging words to
the TSU student body by saying,
'Whatever you came to school for, stick
with it. Reach your goals and be dedicat
ed.

"It takes a lot of determination, hard

Mass Immigration or Moderation?
knmigralioQ can make — orbreak—acountrv'. The ke\' issue isnumbers. The
U.S. Census Bureau projects that lj.S. population may double tvitiiin fifty

A /years —io more ihw halfabillion—ifthecurrent

%. m // ^ unprecedented i»'els ofimmigrjuion continue.
Long before then, such explosive growth will place serious strain
on theenvironment, natural resources, and social harmony.
For more information, contact the American immigration
Control Foundation on the net at www.cftv.coni/-aicfiQdn

t^fspecial interest tocollege studentsCurrent

iTw^ "O/ I
—jimmigration policies may keep you from getting good
1
MflMf I high-tech jobs after you graduate. Check out the .site:
sum

mm

I^

I httpy/hcather.cs.ucdavis.eduyltaa.htinl

work and sacrifice to get what you want.
This job [being a comedian], I've sacri
ficed a lot, so I eat, sleep, and do every
thing comedy."
Damon Williams followed B-Cole

with his signature energetic style relating
everyday routines from brushing teeth to
flatulence. An apparent comedy veteran,
Williams made even serious audience

members laugh on the inside like a

"karate man" with his humorous exper
tise.

The last and certainly not least enter
tainer to perform was Jay Lamont. When
Lamont began his performance it was
hard to decipher his vocals from D.J.

American Immii^^on

Dolla Bill's turntables. He does not clas

Control Foundation

sify himself as a comedian, but as a

Box 525, Monterey. VA 24465
(540) 468-2022

diverse entertainer. With multiple ele
ments in Lament's act, such as music,
comedy and animation, it is no wonder

h^ influences consist of Richard Pryor,
Flip Wilson, Eddie Murphy, Prince,
Michael Jackson and Marvin Gaye.
Lamont deeply appreciated the
southern hospitality shown by Nashville
residents, as it was his first visit to this

city. He lives in Houstcm and plans to
relocate to Los Angeles to produce his
music, lead his band and run his business.

His progress can be looked up on the Net
at www.five-tenmusic.com.

Lamont seems to stay true to his pas
sion, giving TSU students advice from

the heart. "If you feel you're not going
anywhere...leave," he said. "Because I

quit college, no I'm just playing, but you
should get as much knowledge as you can
about

your

brothers

and

sisters.

Especially get knowledge about your
own, make use of your library and do
research on things your teacher won't
teach you.
"As Blacks, we've done so much for
this country that and it's a shame that we
don't know ourselves or what our ances

tors did. It's always good to get knowl
edge on what wefve done."

The show's finale was a freestyle
session in which each comedian con

tributed impressions from DMX, Mase

and Busta Rhymes to Mystical. "Blin^,
Bling Muthasucka! Bling, Bling!" Even
Blackson added his African accent to

bring laughter fr^ audience. The "last
laugh" occurred when all seven comedi
ans and D.J. Dolla Bill did their Honest

John patented "old man on viagra"
dance.*
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s kick off Homecoming Wee

ospel concer
/Continued from Page 11

received by the audience.
The night came to a close with

rernarks and announcements by Pebblin

what iJiey were looking for."
She also invited anyone who had
been moved by the spirit or wanted to

Wan-etr,

of

dedicate their life to Christ to come to the

stage. All of the ministers present in the

choir delivered a perToriTiance that not

Governors chairperson.
She briefly
thanked everyone who came out and the
participating choirs, and she acknowl

only lived up to, but exceeded the choir 's

edged the hard work of the Student Union

those who wanted to be received.

motto, "a commilnient- to excellence."

Board of Governors (SUBG). which pre
sented the Gospel Concert along with
Minister Lora Springer from the Career

The last choir to take the stage was

TSU's Tamed New Direction Gospel
Choir. With more than 150 members, the

Donned in all black attire. New Direction

performed witii unprecedented energy.
Theirfour selections included "Nobody."
a popular song by Kirk Franklin, and "I
Am' by Kevin Davidson and the Voices.

Tire other two songs theysung were "You
Loved Me" and "My Help Cometli From
the Lord."

They were extremelyexpressive and
animated while singing and were well

Student

Union

Board

Center.

Springer, a minister for four years
now, i.s the faculty adviser forTSU's New
Direction Gospel Choir. In reference to

auditorium were asked to come to the

stage in order to pray with and minister to
The concert was a little different this

year because it was held in the
Humanities Building instead of Kean
Hall. Usually, TSU's New Direction is
the main attraction of the concert. Jn the

past, iJiere was usually a choir n"teraber
who was also in student government, but
the success of the concert, she said,
that wasn't the case this year. This con
'initially, the crowd was not too respon-. nection enabled the cboir to give more
sive to the show, but they warmed up to publicity to the concert and have more
say in the program. Despite all, the

Wesley Singers and the Glory Choir were
a welcomed addition.

Tfiree choirs, seven songs, one solo
and plenty of prayer and praise equaled a
successftjl evening. Lydta Crivens, a
junior from Memphis, Tenn., raajoiing in
social work, commented that, "The .songs
that were sung by the different choirs

were very inspirational and I left feeling
uplifted and encouraged." Crivens is aJ.so
a member of New Direction Gospel
Choir.

Through mu.sic and song, the Gospel
Explosion ushered TSU students, faculty
and friends into the start of Homecoming
Week.*

Abintra Montessori School
seeks full-time classroom assis

tant in its infant community (serv
ing children ages 6 month-18

months). Adult;child ratio is 3:8;
hours are 7:30 am-3:30pm,

Monday-Friday; salary is 14K/
academic calendar year.

Employees receive health bene
fits, paid vacation during school
holidays, and opportunities for
professional development.
Previous group-care experience
preferred.
Please contact Christy
Plummer

(352-4317, ext. 14).

Durango Boots
Available At

Boots Unlimited
www.bootsunllnilted.com

1812 Columbia Ave., Franklin, Tenn
615-790-2410 or 1-800-251-3388

1 T^.
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lyrical skills and old 70s -funk make this
album diverse and meaningful.

Tela gives the pioneers of Rap-ALot Records a tribute by remaking
"SHO-NUFF 2000," featuring one of the
South's best rap duos, UGK. The remake
because Tela wants more and the world

is just not the same as the sultry stripper,
player anthem because it lacks the cre

doesn't have enough to offer him.

ative, club vibe that most club-goers need

speaks

Tela The World Ain't Enuff 3
Tela has become one of the premier,
respected artists in the rap industry.
Every time you hear about Tela he comes
out with high quality material time and
time again.
When Tela began his rap career in
the late 80s, he had to choose what would

be the focal point: To make either music
or make fast money in the mean streets of
South Memphis. Tela started his joumey
of the rap industry with Suave House and
he's now residing at his new home, RapA-Lot Records, while unpacking boxes
of his southern flavored lyrics. His cur-

for

itself

Tela has made a southern funk filled

album that is obviously influenced by

classical music, pure funk, and soul, plus
other in^edients of genres to complete a
full plate of musical talent. In the begin
ning of his CD Tela gives the audience a
brief summary of how the hustling game

to move and shake it fast.

Overall, the album is one that you
can listen to, but not for long because it
has too many different messages to
intake for the fnst dose. Tela's beats are

creative and are what keeps you listen

ing. The lyrics are tight, but the produc

there are several intros that explain what

tion on this record was sub par because
the introductions before every track are

the listener is about to hear. This breaks
the flow of the music on the entire album.

sure to force you to want for another
artist's joint. This album gets an overall

birthed him into this world. On the album

Tela uses the 70s blaxploitation movie

2.9 because Tela is talented, but his pro

themes to show that he has been in the

duction is what hurts him the most.

PHOTO COURTESY OF XXL MAGAZINE

rap industry for years. The overlay of Terry Edwards Jr.
Do

DISCuss This!

or

Die

Victory 2

Outkast Stankonia 5

Attention,
attention to all the

Let's hit the Attic and

'Woskey, Woskey, Peaceskey,
Weeskey! All Aboard
Stankonia

hide

Listeners can sense the

i
to

yovr

on

^BB'>

and openyour niind

'

album's versatility with

the

the

"Red

rise

track

which

Outkast

-

duo's

material, things by saying.

.

to/

tight production and tracks that
keep fans on their feet. With a iarg-

class

er contribution to the album concept

tie

do

some

tions, the album

of the 16

tures

to leave long-

a

about

producers Organized Noize

Mama

Momma's Drama" enti-

the

No, the Dirty South duo doesn't aim for radio acceptance with

PHOTOCOUKTESYOFXXLMAGAZJNE which the

two trade

Stankonia, but with three estab- Outkast

tales of resentment held

lished classics used as collateral,

toward their characters

fans are prone to accept the funky Stankonia gracefully.
From their first CD to their latest, Outkast brings a dilferent flavor
and vibe to each album: Big Boi and Dre had you nodding your head on

of fatherhood.

The album also includes the high energy first single "Bombs 0\'er

Baghdad (B.O.B.)," a track mixed with drums, organs and a fast tempo so
the street comers and in the Cadillacs with the classic ftinky it could have been a Parliament Funkadelic original. Accon^aniwi
SouiheniplayalisiicudiUacmuzic. They let you know it was okayto be dif bya video with purple grass that showcases Dre running through the pro
ferent as they flew you to outer space and back with ATLiens, and fans jects, the song hasa bouncy beat with promise to become a club antheUL
could feel Erykah Badu as she sung about everydaysituationson the track
"Liberation," as they listened to the soulful, social tinged Ar/»c7nm/. Now,
the familiar guest lineup of Stankonia includes Goodie MOb members
and Erykali Badu with a few surprises, including Three Six Mafia's own
Gansta Boo.

On the repetitious song "So Fresh and Clean," Andre boastfully lets

the public know how fresh Outkast is: "We are the coolest mutheifinkers
on theplanet/My, /My My. The sky isfalling ain't no needtopanic/ Oh,
Oh, I got a stick and want your aiitoinatic/ Compatible creative in the
attic/..A love who you are/1 love who you ain't/ You're so Anne Frank/

There's even a track for the lovers at heart, Stankonia (Stanklove),

which i.s a slow jam that's funky enough to ride to while you and your
mate cruise down Jefferson Street.

Combined with the spicy lyrics of SouthemplayaUsticadiUacmuzic.
cooked with the creativity of ATLiens and sprinkled with the social aware
ness of Aquemini, Stankonia is a classic in the making.
Stankonia has the promise to make you want to ride the train again.
^Tio says rap albums can't have funk. Well done. Outkast, well done.
Brandi Montgomery*

Chi-Town
folks.
Do or Die's Vjcroo*
album should have

not been the repre
sentation that you
have
received.

Victory

is

group's

for people

each album with

pot, Outkast produced

computerized

vocals

as Andre 3000 (Possum Jenkins)

and Big Boi (Billy Ocean Cuabo)
you for a funk infested reckless
rhyme
on the funky
that

two

the

third

album from RapA-Lot/Virgin
Records.

This

is

the same label that

brought you the
gold single "Po
Pimp" with guest
performer Twista,
who helped the
group sell 500,000
copies and reach
the plateau of hav
ing a
No. 1
Billboard Hot Rap
Single
in
the
g
album

Picture

This. The second

album was Headz
or Tailz where both
albums were said
to be the same fea-

socio-political
commentary

amidst street gang
rhymes and 1968style R&B vocal
harmonies."

This

See "Compact"
on Page 20
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Out 2 Lunch:
Raz'z Bar & Grille offers affordable alternative for fine dining
Former Cooker chef brings fine dining, good
prices and delectable atmosphere together

i

I

different from other restaurants he sim-

By Sparkle Davis
Arts and Entertainment Editor

ply said that he has provided a very
relaxing atmosphere for his customers
and his strict policy on customer service.

Are you tired eating the same old

explained how he has loved

food from the same old restaurants?

restaurant

Ready for a change in scenery and cut-

business

restaurant atmos-

sine. Then try Raz'z Bar & Grille. If you
At Raz'z, all food that is cooked is

want quality service, low prices and a
jazzy atmosphere, then a taste of Raz'z is
what you need.

95 percent fresh.
Which means Raz is not only a good

As you enter this fairly new restaurant, the hostesses will greet you with a

is all about the customers
™
^

friendly smile and will seat you accord
ingly. As you settle down in your seat,
enjoy the scenery of a authentic

starting off with an appetizer like the
crowd favorite the spinach & artichoke
dip, sticks and straws (zucchini sticks

and onion

Louisiana set-

ting aCCOmpa-

nled with the I If
Jf ygu're
you're lo
looking for that
sound of jazz I

n straws) or

menu

shrimp.

AIJ-American CUisinC then

entree,
trye
h

you want
to
. 1 .

lOCated at 2241

,
MufrcesborO Road.

eat the head
and

^

^

owner Raz I For mo information, call 11
399-8084 or fax 399-8063.

an
Uil

t

rM'

Chicken or
C^en°r
the
the infamfa-

mo u s
m

o

u

s

r h' k n

Chicken
Parmesan.

For
For

the
the

pasta

greet
you.
Originally
from Nigeria,
® ' Raz rhas worked for
ufthe
Cooker restaurant for 15 years before
getting his own restaurant.

^

For
X A^l

entree, try

to I try Raz'z Bar &Grille, llTeri^ak!
Teriyaki

decide what
chef

pop-

restaurant that serves that
.

look on me

the

®
When asked how his restaurant was

,lSc^

^

lovers
try
lovers try
^t ^h e^

Hawaiian ribeye steak or the New York
strip steak.
Raz'z also has a variety of burgers

choice of Chicken Fingers or the Shrimp
Parmesan. Then top off the meal, you can
choose between the Razberry Brownie or

and sandwiches like the Raz'z cheese

the Apple Lin Betty. Both should tanta

burger or the Big Z grilled chicken sand
wich which are all served with golden

lize the taste buds.

hot fries or cole slaw. Seafood is also

rant that serves that All-American cuisine

_ , ,
. .1.
^
• Imperial
t
• 1 another good entree at Raz'z. Try the
Jambalaya
Pasta,
the cFettucim
, ,
.u t
re Grilled Shrimp or the Cajun Catfish

or another crowd pleaser the Lasagna. If
n
u
1o
really hungry, try the 12 oz.
^
b j
j

NOW
OPEN
PART-TIME
JOBS

Ideal for Students
Flctxible schedule

' Day or Night Shifts Available
We have our own training programs '

No experience necessary.
We are looking for neat, energetic
individuals to work as:

160 Second Ave. North

Nashville, TN. 37201

Fillet.

The-speciallties is also a good with a

So if you're looking for that restau
then try Raz'z Bar & Grille.
Located at 2241 Mufreesboro Road.
For more information call 399-8084 or
fax 399-8063.-

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Vacations for a

free brochure and ask how you can

organize a small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642
or e-mail:
sales@suncoastvacations.com
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New "reality''^ media grasping TSU viewers
Students tell tKIje iWeter they like being in the dark about what's up next in the plot
television shows since its genesis in the
early 90s, The Real World has grasped the

rated shows.

By Jamarran E'mil Moss
Arts and Entertainment Writer

attention of millions of viewers across the

magnetic attraction between thou
sands of TSU eyes and these
shows, ®I)E JIlEter took the initia
tive to randomly ask TSU stu-

Motion pictures such as The Truman

world. Recently, unscripted reality televi
sion shows such as Survivor and Big
Brother also have been among the top

To find out what causes the

Show and ED TV have been inspired by
the first contemporary reality television

dents what allures them to viewing other
people's personal lives for entertainment
as opposed to watching unabashedly ficti

venture, which is no other than MTV's
The Real World.

Being one of the highest-rated cable

tious shows such as ER, Moesha, or
Passions.

Based upon interviews with students,
the components of the most enticing real
ity TV shows include:
1) The fact that there is no script or

.-M ' •

plot,

2) Interest in seeing how people on
TV respond to everyday life experiences
versus how the viewer believes he, him

self, would respond, and
3) Unpredictability.

Essentially, people wantto be kept in
the dark about what's next.

See "Reality" on Page 21

Compact DrSCTussions: Do or Die may need to die and be reborn
Continued from Page 18
just shows the lack of creativity that this
group needs to make an impact on the
world of hip hop. Just a few words of

advice for Do or Die: Stop biting off of
your old successes and establish new

G-O-D, who is my one
and only friend," hearing
that I said yes you
deserve a "2" for that one

track, whichis very inspirational.

On the contrary, the

ones.

The group is still representing the
west side of Chi-Town to the fullest,

however there has been a change in the
group itself. The group once consisted of
Anthony Round N.A.R.D, (N****s Ain't
Ready to Die), Darnell Smith (Belo Zero)
and Dennis Rounk (AK). At the present
time tlie group members include The
Round Brothers and Darnell Smith, who

assisted in writing all of the songs fea
tured on Victory. One obvious problem
that the group is heading for is the end of
a unemployment line if they do not stop
talking about the same thing over and
over and then using the same beats. (Yes,
Cash Money does this, but they are not
from Chicago).
Unlike many predecessors, they
lack ingenuity to come up with some
thing different for each track with the

remainder of the album is
not what Chi Town is

known for the rapid feet
moving music sounds and

beats that helped to establish footwork is only
prevalent in one song "If
I Don't Eat", do you
receive what we expect
from Chicago music. The
group's remaining songs
sound as if they were
derived from the Dirty
South with the swift lyrical

reverberation

that

leaves you wondering
what they exactly said.
Overall, the album

offers a variety of beats,
but it lacks the originality
that Do or Die needs to at

exception of "Stay Focused," which^ is
the group's only try at.something distinc

copies. The thought still

tive from the rest. This track focuses on

remains, will Do or Die

least sell a few thousand

calling on the Lord for help and bringing do what is necessary in qq or Die
all of your pains to the table so the Lord order to stay in the busi
can help you out. "I gotto give my all to ness or will thier career die?

PHOTOCOURTESY OF RAP-A-LOT RECORDS

Nicole Coggins
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Reality TV makes hits and ratings, but how real is it?
Continued from Page 20

the street from any one in the nation.

In scripted shows, if there is a confrontation, it is
seen as an intentional effort used for the sole purpose of
entertaining the audience. On the other hand, on The

Real World, if an individual indulges in a confrontation

This show

about ^

Unpopular in all of the interviews. Big Brother
seemed to play the role of a "Mini-Me" to The Real
World rather than an older sibling. Antoine Dandrige, a
freshman from Memphis, Tenn., said, "Big Brother was

with another individual it is viewed as unintentional

just a bootleg copyof The Real World exceptfor the fact
that they couldn't leave the house, unless they were

entertainment because the conflicting people are being
themselves, and when they say "I" they are referring to
themselves not an imitation of another person or charac

voted out, of course."
New York native Lana Brown added to Dandrige's

ais

who

are placed
on a mini-

m a 11 y
inhabited

....

island

statement by saying, "Big Brother was stupid! It was

with aspi- & -

ter.

just so typical, predictable, and formulated with thecast:

rations to

Real World Hawaii was the favorite location among
the TSU students W\}t itt'cter interviewed because of its
soap-opera drama, sexual exploration, and controversial
issues. The main difference between soap operas and
The Real World is that in soap operas you have to look a
certain way. So, much of society cannot relate to soap
opera lifestyles.
World renowned speaker Jawaharlal Neru was once

one militant Black guy who didn't last long, a Black
woman, an Asian, a rebellious white female, an old man,

quoted saying, "Facts are facts and will not disappear in
the account of your likes."
Rather than "sugar-coating" life the way we want to

see it as portrayed in scripted shows. The Real World
gives an alternative, showing life as it mayhappen down

y

•

etc."

The real-life view of deceptive human behavior,
however, is an asset of Big Brother, according to fresh
man Mass Communications major Ashley Smith, who

the

ultimate

photo courtesy of mtv.com

said, "I hated that show! But the one thing it did do is

The cast of The Real World - New

show first hand how two-faced people can be."

Orleans

Big Brother was more popular with older genera
tions, but when The Meter asked studentsif they would "Survivor" being rewarded with $1 million.
One student said the show was "stupid" because the
watch Big Brother if its cast were teenagers, 75 percent
people
were simply trying tosurvive thepolitics, notthe
of the respondents replied, "Yes."
elements.*
The last and least popular reality show is Survivor.

Our internships

aren't easy to get into
Then again,
neither is college.
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and Junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of It.
One thing Is for sure, Ifyou're a student of color, with an INROADS internship you could have a serious job
every summer while you're still In school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again If you wanted It easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now.

web site_www.inroadsinc.org

You got this far. Now go farther.

iW

inroads.
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Tigers have victorious homecoming
Continued from Page 14

ue to build on what they did against UTMartin they will not be easy pickings for the

The only negative stat that jumps out at
me is the number of penalties we recorded,
22, which allowed us to give up 199 free
yards. This kind of stat could kill us against a
better team. With every game, even after a

Hilltoppers.

TSU is now l-I in conference play
which means the OVC title is still up for
grabs.

hand, this game is just whatthe Tigers need
ed to regain theirconfidence and rhythm as a
team.

A phrase comes to mind after watching
the Tigers easily dismantle UT-Martin. "Pick
on someone your own size!" The Tigers will

to be able to sing "I'm so glad" after a victo

Series

ry.

The fans love to see you win and the roar

of the crowd is what you guys live for.
We're in this together, 'til the end. But
there are still some questions that must be
addressed. How hungry is the TSU football

Recommended

Speakers for 2000-01

team?

You should be starving!

Sure you're a young team but you have

get theiropportunity to dojust that as early as

to grow up sooner or later. Now is the time!

this weekend.

How deep down inside will the Tigers reach

They will suit up against the OVC divi

Development Lecture

You have shown us that there is still

victory, there is room for improvement. We some fight in you yet. Tigers. It was a relief
don't need to give anyone free yards.
There are many who will be saying this
is a fluke, after looking at UT-Martin's 1-5
record coming into the game. On the other

The Student

to three-peat?

sion
leading
Western
Kentucky
Nevertheless, the Tigers have taken a
Hilltoppers(6-0,5-0) on Saturday at Adelphia step in the right direction and made every
Coliseum. This looks to be their biggest test one's homecoming a bit moreenjoyable. And
of the conference season. If they can contin- for that, we thank you!*

October 24 - Terry Anderson,
longest-held hostage in American

history during the arms for
hostage crisis. Anderson was

shackled to a wall for 71/2 years,
Another valuable lesson

learned from Hollywood:

of 74

and often offered inspiration to
other prisoners.

November 9 - Tavis Smiley,

author and television personality.
(See story on Page 10)

February 1 - Entertainers Danny
Glover and Felix Justice. They
Everyone
speaks English^
Especially Russians,
Introducing Nlbblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today.
Log on fororiginal episodicshows, interactive entertainment,and the best ofcollege radio
created by collegestudents witfi help from people likeJohn Leguizamo(actor.Summer of
Sam), Doug Uman (director, Swingers and Go), and Amy Heckeiiing (director. Clueless).

will present readings from
Langston Hughes and Martin
Luther King, Jr.
February 22 - Dr. Cornell West,

scholar and Harvard professor of
Africana Studies. He will speak

Because while it's fun making cynical comments about entertainment cliches, it's more
fun to see what students are actually doing about it.

as part of the 7th Annual
Africana Studies Conference,

nibbl€IS>box.com

which continues through Feb. 23.

digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes.
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Jordan appointed new head coach for Lady Tigers
By Mia McNeil
Editor in Chief
A teary-eyed Theresa Lawrence
Phillips announced Valencia Jordan as
her replacement as head coach for the
Lady Tigers basketball team.
"She's been more than an assistant

coach to me," Phillips said of Jordan in
an Oct. 4 press conference on campus.
"We have a relationship that goes beyond

Hillsboro High School in Nashville,
where she played basketball, softball, and
volleyball and ran track. She also played
basketball locally for both Fisk and
Austin Peay State universities.
Jordan makes no secret of her com

petitive edge when it comes to coaching
on the basketball court.

"I won't do a 'Bobby Knight', but
I'm all about winning," she said, refer
ring to the "longtime Indiana University
mem's basketball coach who recently was

1 think that all of the things
are in place to get us off on a
good foot. The team is sound

\
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE TENNESSEAN

Valencia Jordan's (left) official promotion to head coach for women's bas
ketball , replacing Theresa Lawrence Phillips, was annotmced last week.
community support, which has slacked
"(The community) should be excited
off in recent years, is what she wants and know that change is good," she said.*

physically, mentally and spir
itually.
-Valencia Jordan, new
head women's basketball
coach

Professional Athletes Choose Chiropractic
Logan's national reputation as a pre
mierchiropractic college is due in large
part to faculty members like Dr. Ralph
Filson.

playing."

Reminiscing about Jordan coming to
women's basketball camps at Vanderbilt

while Phillips was a player there, Phillips

fired for being too rough with students.
Jordan adds that although she loves
basketball, there is life outside of the

sport with her family. She and her hus

said, "She used to sneak into Lady band, Sam Jordan, a photographer for
Commodore games anytime she had the
chance."

Those moments stayed with Phillips
when she hired Jordan eleven years ago

TSU, have two children — a son,

Cameron, and a daughter, Kamri.
Jordan also sees herself and the
coaches on her staff as mothers to the

as an assistant coach and help convince Lady Tigers.
her that Jordan is the right person to lead
"Over the course of four years, we
the Lady Tigers in their new season, have a lot of responsibilities with them.
which kicks off Nov. 19 at home. "She's

a competitor and a highly organized per
son. She truly has integrity," Phillips said.
As assistant coach, Jordan was

involved in recruiting and active in acad
emic counseling. "She has endured the
test of the coaching profession, and she

We have to help them with the maturing
process and make sure that when they
leave TSU they are good people," she
said.

In his private practice, Dr. Filsonacts
as consulting doctor of chiropracticto
the St. Louis Cardinals and the

World CbampioQ St. Louis Rams.
In both capacities. Dr. Filson treats
some of the world's best athletes in

professional sports.

If you would like to learnmore about
ari exciting career in chiropractic,
please contact LoganCollge for an
informational packet.

•
V
Dr. Ralph Filson with Mark McGwire

LOGAN

1-800-533-9210
wHTv.logap.edu

iogaDadm@logaa.edo

1851 Schoettler Road, Chesterfield, MO 63017

An Equal Opportunity Institution of Hi^er Education

Jordan's priority in her new job is to

wini, and to do so with widespread back

ing. "I think that all of the things are in
place to get us off on a good foot," she
alty to student athletes and the university
said."The team is sound physically, men
for eleven years," said Dr. James Smith,
TSU director of athletics. "We are proud tally and spiritually."
She adds that support from faculty,
to promote her."
staff
and students is important, but that
Jordan is a 1980 graduate of

has proven her coaching ability and loy

•' -iv.

-
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Are you interested in a career in :
L aw,

Medicine,

Veterinary Medicine,
, or

Are you a Tennessee Resident?

Then, the Tennessee Pre-Professional Fellowship Program
(TPFP) can benefit You!
Please come to an Informational Session on

Tuesday, October 24,2000

Room 217, Floyd-Payne Campus Center

•I

12:00 p.m. - 1:30p.m.
4l

Sponsored by :
The Office of Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Suite 103, Floyd-Payne Campus Center
6151 963-5176

